EMI and Power Stages

Safety Discharge and Lightning Protection.

Brush Current Limiting Circuit

v5V 0.8A Auxiliary Power Supply

Need 0.5% regulation ± 3.3V because it will be used as a reference.

PCB Number: TIDA-01604
PCB Rev: E3
Notes:
1. C2000 connector pin definition is different from Samtec definition.

DC OUTPUT FEEDBACK 400V/1.54V

Use only R612 or R614.

Please implement error to license as per the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained herein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design will meet the specifications or for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
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